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Nancy of Oregon: On the new university education, it is
being asked whether university students who had borrowed
in excess of $100,000 would not sue the government to have
this loan nullified.
ANDREA SELESTOW: This is not the same education
however. It is as the Sage of Omaha said, “I would hire a
Catholic meaning universal religion over a strictly business
educated one.”
Marquis Fontanes: This is the universal religion schooled
one, and the university would be seen that there is no
fornication.
Source: The Napoleon Revolution, Robert Holtman, 1967

At the time the University monopoly was created—
were forced into celibate living in a kind of monastic
community.
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Typist: The students do not bring their lunch. They have a
cafeteria that has the various franchise vendors, so lunch is
$7 and their crafted coffees are $5. They choose this, how
can this debt be absolved?
Bill Gates: This is a debt that cannot be totally adjudicated
as their education is not the same. There are rules to enter
the new university. You are not to learn to not be
subversive to the State. You are to learn values, virtues,
ethics, to come out with the university’s mission, “to make
better people” which is their mission. There are no foreign
cultures allowed in to influence this seminary environment.
COMMENTARY: And in math and science scores, you are
dreaming if you think you are to find the computer
engineers based on math scores, as what it takes is a Level 5
and higher to find the sciences at work.
Bill Gates: The MBA was found useless to me I would have
you know, as you do not create new products in this way by
answering questions from textbooks as problem-solving.
Rather, you need to be as what Beloved Astrea said, that
they need to work a long time as DMV supervisors, with a
line of people waiting to talk to them, to fix their computers
and not give it to someone in some faraway office for them
to do this.
COMMENTARY: That generation of Microsoft employees is
also retiring, right Bill?
Bill Gates: They are! Thus you do not yet understand that
these were the original geeks who worked in Silicon Valley
who tinkered with computers in their homes and would add
products from Radio Shack to make it do various programs
that was not designed in the Microsoft product. These
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became the ones to be the DMV supervisors. Or went to
work for other companies to add in a program that worked
with the Microsoft computer.
Sage of Omaha: The education is not the same. It is a
business decision that was in some ways fraudulent.
Nancy of Oregon: To sell the college loans, major banks
held meetings for students. They came in with suits and
experts talking about how their education was translated in
dollars.
Sage of Omaha: This is not why a person goes to work for a
Fortune 500 company. It is to find what is their talent and to
hone that talent, and they will work at whatever level will be
that would further them. Thus to hear that at Ohio
University that a student graduates with a degree in logistic
management when about the only company there is
Milwaukee beer, and you see, this is a lie as who would hire
anyone coming out of Ohio or New York University for that
matter to be a logistics manager, it is not possible. Thus this
formulation of college as being resulting in jobs galore is as
if they were selling a gold mine with only gold at the
exterior of the mine, with no more gold further inside.
It is furthermore delusionary that someone have a
jobs faire at the end as what constitutes having a job in the
Fortune 1000 companies.
Typist: What these financial experts who come to speak to
the business classes say at the question about jobs in their
city is: “I worked for a $500,000 market capitalization
company and then in a few short years, I moved to a
$700,000 market capitalization company.”
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Nancy of Oregon: Back when I went to the university, this
is the position of salesman.
ANDREA SELESTOW: And wouldn’t you learn how to
overcome the difficulties in being in a salesman job? If he is
a salesman, why does he not say this? What they say in the
universities is to say that with a degree, you will be
guaranteed a hire for being from a top university, coming
out with the pay of $80,000.
Sage of Omaha: This is not my experience! They could
have asked me!
Bill Gates: You have to prove your mettle.
COMMENTARY: An engineer working for Microsoft may
surprise you. He is one who prizes his creations and
experiments. He may even have the family microwave in
parts, thinking that eventually he will finish his cherished
project or creation. It is no longer a microwave oven. It is
his art piece.
Typist: He may have 50 more projects in the garage, his Bill
Gates garage. Then see how the vice-president of a major
New York bank had in his garage perhaps 100,000 screws,
10,000 of this and that. It is an overflowing garage.
Nancy of Oregon: The mind is expansive. The
development of the Threefold Flame has expanded. The
Threefold Flame is spinning.
COMMENTARY: But he knows where everything is by year.
The 1990 project and so on.
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Bill Gates: Did I have these projects? It is the science museum
in Seattle! Remember this! That what is there are the various
projects you need to learn! It is not only having the MIT
math and science scores.
COMMENTARY: The science projects are presented as art
pieces. So you see that it was what you might not know that
the engineer’s life does not end with a business product. It
is about art, sacred architecture, divine motion, space, life’s
meaning, it is about teaching. Bill Gates himself took to
becoming the great teacher both as Bill Gates and Czar Peter
the Great.
NOSTREDAME: The research departments of the United
States will be seminaries. You can see in the example of
France on what has been learned, that the engineers best
doing the engineering are those at the higher Levels in the
Seven Stages of Consciousness.
ANDREA SELESTOW: Catholic or Protestant or Quaker or
Amish or Pilgrim seminaries! You see, without the
seminaries full of those who are at the level of balancing of
backdirect at the higher levels in community, your science is
toward force and world tyranny, world banks, world
hegemony.
NOSTREDAME: Toward world fascism, business fascism.
You cannot prove this law otherwise.
Bill Gates: I did not have a choice to choose from Catholics
the universal religion and MBAs. I am Peter, Czar Peter for
the cultivation of Russia. Why would I not choose
Catholics? Hands down. I would choose the Catholic.
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Sage of Omaha: So you see this is a vastly different
education, and those in the new universities would actually
choose the universal religion (Catholic or Protestant).
Nevertheless to answer your question about the
student loans. What would happen here is that these need
to absorb the loss of the business decision they had made. If
there is grant money, perhaps that would be a source of
relief, however it is something they would challenge in court
against the banks not the government where there was
fraud.
MOTHER MARY: We are not complete with the requirements
on the University. However you can readily see that the
catholic student is not the same either as the Catholic school
students either as this university of France so described of
the new university is not the same.
MOSES: There are more rules and we will go into those later.
And a simply analogy is that the student at these catholic
seminaries would serve as public servants nevertheless in
whatever business they would go into.
MOTHER MARY: They are aware of the Atom. They protect
the Atom and protect life in the Atom. It is not a democracy.
It is not the endless diatribe toward freedom of choice that
they learn, but to protect the Atom. It is one of a selfidentification in holy order.
NOSTREDAME: They have an understanding of the word
“good”.
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